PLANETARY SHORTFALL

NASA will have few highly experienced scientists available to be principal investigators (PIs) on low-cost
planetary missions. But historically, mission leaders have not had high-level previous experience.
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*Scientists expected to be 65 or younger at the time of final selection in 2015.
†Highest-level of previous experience on 16 scientist-led missions, historical or in development.

embody a new idea: that a space mission
could be led by a scientist rather than an engineer. Of the 16 PI-led missions in NASA’s history — mainly within Discovery — most have
been resounding successes. In some cases, the
PIs of those missions stepped into their leadership roles with less experience than NASA
anticipated, such as astronomer Michael
A’Hearn of the University of Maryland in College Park, who led the Deep Impact mission
that pierced a comet’s nucleus in 2005.
But that’s no reason not to demand moreexperienced PIs, says Alan Stern, NASA’s science chief from 2007 to 2008. During his stint
at the agency, Stern began looking at Discovery, and found that virtually all the projects
in development were bursting their budgets.

Some of the PIs had come straight from the
blackboard, and some were like “deer in the
headlights”, he says. “We’re giving them the keys
to the kingdom on projects that are worth hundreds of millions of dollars,” he adds. “That’s an
awfully expensive on-the-job training exercise.”
Stern implemented strict rules requiring the
heads of all PI-led missions to have had experience as a PI, a deputy PI, an instrument PI, a
project scientist or a deputy project scientist
on a previous mission. The problem with this
was that planetary scientists have few chances
to build up such experience. Unlike NASA’s
other science divisions — astrophysics, Earth
science and heliophysics — planetary science
does not include balloon and sounding-rocket
missions that can give younger researchers a

chance to lead. The Discovery missions, currently capped at US$425 million and launched
every few years, are as cheap and as frequent as
they come. Stern’s rule was seen as too onerous,
and it disappeared when he left the agency.
Rather than ruling out PIs with less experience, Niebur says NASA should enlarge the
pipeline of eligible candidates. In particular, she wants the agency to require younger
deputy PIs on future proposals. But PIs, trying to keep proposals lean, sometimes exclude
deputies.
Michael New, the NASA official now in
charge of the Discovery competitions, says
that of the 28 proposals being considered
in the latest round, which began in 2010, 19
include a deputy PI. However, he says, the
deputies are on average the same age as the
PIs — suggesting that the demographic problem is not going away.
Nor is it safe to assume that deputies will
want to take on the notoriously gruelling task
of being a PI. In her analysis, Niebur found that
of all the PIs, deputy PIs, project scientists and
deputy project scientists on all NASA planetary missions since 1977, none went on to lead
another mission as a PI.
That’s not too surprising, says Bruce Jakosky
at the University of Colorado in Boulder, the PI
for the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile Evolution Mission (MAVEN), which was selected in
2008 as the winner of NASA’s Mars Scout competition — a programme similar to Discovery.
It’s just too much work. “I have the heart for
MAVEN,” he says, “but not for another one.” ■
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Spain’s ship comes in

Globe-trotting expedition hopes to prove the value of old-fashioned scientific seafaring.
BY LUCAS LAURSEN

I

n the age of networked buoys and remotesensing satellites, a global oceanographic
cruise might sound like a relic from the
golden era of exploration.
But the seven-month trek of Spain’s
BIO Hespérides, which concludes next week
when it docks in Cartagena, aims to deliver a
global, comprehensive portrait of the ocean and
how it is changing that the project’s backers say
could not be assembled in any other way.
The Malaspina expedition, organized by
Spain’s National Research Council (CSIC),
set out on 15 December last year. Named after
Alessandro Malaspina — who led a five-year
survey of the Spanish empire’s natural history,
economy and geography in the late eighteenth
century — the €17-million (US$25-million)
effort unites contributions from the Spanish
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Ministry of Science and Innovation, the Spanish
Navy and the BBVA Foundation, the charitable
arm of the BBVA banking consortium.
Most oceanographic voyages are shorter
than the Malaspina expedition (see ‘Voyage
of discovery’). By pouring resources into a
single voyage, Malaspina’s planners hoped
to gather global data sets in a wide variety of
research areas, from the distribution of persistent organic pollutants to the discovery and
genetic characterization of deep-sea life. They
also wanted to follow the progress of carbon
from the atmosphere as it sinks through the
sea, gets captured in the planktonic food chain
and eventually comes to rest on the ocean floor.
And the scale of the effort has helped to attract
international collaborators. Carlos Duarte,
a marine biologist at the Mediterranean
Institute for Advanced Studies in Esporles
who led the mission, says that the approach
© 2011 Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved

was economical because loading instruments
for one project costs less than changing instrumentation every month, as the research vessel
would normally do.
“There are several other ocean exploration
cruises going on, but Malaspina is a much
more substantial scientific effort,” says marine
biologist Larry Madin, director of research at
the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
in Massachusetts, who is not involved in the
expedition. For instance, the Atlantic Meridional Transect is a 16-year-old British project
that is making comparable multidisciplinary
observations, but is restricted to the Atlantic.
The few cruises with a
global reach are mainly
NATURE.COM
sailing boats, such as
For more from the
Craig Venter’s Sorcerer II
Malaspina cruise,
Expedition or the French
see:
Tara Oceans expedition,
go.nature.com/dwlq2w
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The Hespérides (above, docked in Cape Town) has gathered samples and data during a seven-month global cruise.

which carry fewer sampling instruments and protocols as a model. “We’re making the same during the cruise. Investigators found that
limited on-board research facilities.
observations around the world,” says María de some plankton was sinking to the depths much
By contrast, the 82.5-metre-long Hespérides Oca Echarte, a researcher at the Mediterranean faster than had been previously observed. If
lumbered across the sea bearing laboratories Institute for Advanced Studies who took part researchers confirm the measurements, and
staffed around the clock by two dozen gradu- in Malaspina.
if such sinking is widespread, the discovery
ate students and veteran researchers from many
The expedition should also fill gaps in global could affect estimates of how fast the ocean
disciplines. Investigators analysed each day’s oceanographic data. Some regions visited by can sequester carbon.
instrument data and plankton catch on-board, the Hespérides, such as the southern Indian
But several scientists contacted by Nature say
allowing them to devise new observations on Ocean and parts of the southern Pacific, see they are waiting to see more of Malaspina’s data
the fly. After Japan’s Fukushima
before they decide whether it has met
nuclear accident in March, for examits goals. The expedition won fundple, the team began tracking radiaing that could have gone to projects
VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY
The circumnavigation of the BIO Hespérides took in less-studied
tion levels in its seawater samples.
in other disciplines, and occupied
areas of the Pacific and Indian oceans.
The researchers also tracked temperall of the Hespérides’ research time
ature, salinity and levels of dimethyl
this year, so Spanish researchers
sulphide, a plankton waste product
will scrutinize its results and debate
that may influence cloud formation
whether to conduct future oceanoabove the ocean. And they froze viral
graphic research projects along the
Cadiz
and bacterial samples taken from a
same lines.
Honolulu
depth of 4 kilometres, planning to
Physical oceanographer Álvaro
sequence the microbes’ genomes.
Viúdez of the CSIC’s Institute of
Panama
Duarte says that the modern-day
Marine Sciences in Barcelona says
Malaspina expedition achieved a
that the overarching goal of evaluatPerth Sydney
Rio de
major objective before it even left
ing “global change” in the ocean is
Cape
Janeiro
port: it persuaded hundreds of
“an exaggerated objective, outside
Town
Auckland
oceanographers to agree on comthe capacity of an expedition of this
mon research objectives and methtype”. He adds: “The most relevant
ods. This approach should allow scientists fewer oceanographic expeditions than do data for evaluating global change in the ocean
to compare cruise data wherever they were waters closer to the powerhouse nations of are those collected by the thousands of Argo
gathered, says marine biogeochemist Eric oceanographic research such as Germany, buoys, which have been collecting data for
Achterberg of the National Oceanography Japan, the United States and Britain. Madin years, together with satellites.”
Centre in Southampton, UK, who is not part says that the cruise’s data could keep researchViral molecular ecologist Matthew Sullivan,
of the expedition. He and other researchers say ers busy for many years, noting that results a collaborator on the Malaspina expedition at
that conflicting observational protocols often from HMS Challenger, a pioneering research the University of Arizona in Tucson, says that
prevent researchers from comparing data sets cruise in the late nineteenth century, are still time will prove the expedition’s worth: “Buy-in
taken by different teams in different oceans. used by scientists today.
will happen a year or so from now when papers
Future expeditions could use the Malaspina
A few preliminary results emerged start to come out. People will see the value.” ■
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